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About This Game

Welcome to Bad Dream: Coma. A point&click game where unique minimalistic art style creates an unforgettable and
atmospheric experience. Travel through the surreal and disturbing dreamland where everything depends on your actions. You

can't die but you can suffer greatly...

TIP OF THE ICEBERG
The game is designed in the "action-reaction" way and there are no obvious choices. Beat the game once and then be curious
"What if I would do it differently". Sometimes it's something small but from time to time you'll see huge differences. The

smallest things can be the most rewarding.

DARK, SAD AND DISTURBING WORLD
Visit the place known from the previous chapters of the Bad Dream Series. Encounter well-known creatures in their new form,

or find a way to erase them from your memory and turn this dream to the peaceful nap.

* highly atmospheric world created with simple yet beautiful graphic design, and carefully selected sounds
* non-linear gameplay with high replayability

* hidden content for curious players
* original soundtrack
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This game has a really nice vibe to it; the graphic is clean and cute, it fits perfectly the mood of the story.

The levels are really big and the platforming sessions are well studied.

Cons: sometimes the camera is a little buggy.

A great indie title!

. Kind of copy of AuraluxGame.

Pros
- Upgrade System
- Levels Variety

Cons :
- Bad level design
- Unbalanced Levels (You need grind upgrades to pass some higher levels)
- Too much grind at upgrade system (You need play lower levels again , again , again e again^50 to get enought upgrade points
to advance higher levels)
- Unexplained upgrade system.
- Poor tutorial
- The cells don't response very well to move commands.

Playing a lower level again , again e again to pass higher levels or finissh the game isn't fun at all. It's stupid.. A decend Solitaire
game, got it as a bundled game, a good 10 hours of gameplay. i would not buy it at full price tho.. Infinite space 3 is the third
game from the infinite space franchise, about spaceships, they now dared to go to 3D gameplay, and it kind of works for the
galactic map but that's as much 3D there is.
In this game you start in terran home planet buying your first ship and explore planets finding allies,enemies,items to sell so you
can buy a better ship or buy new allies mercenaries, and i would like to say more but that's all there is.
The game abruptly ends after about 8k days giving you a score and there's a lot of replayability but the maps are always the
same and most of the events are so.
Managing more than 1 ship in battle is quite difficult, specially the smaller ones since they're too tiny and there's no save
feature.
Still i give it a so-so score since i know this is in development and there's a lot of chances for this to become a great game, only
thing we can do is pray and wait.
It can be worth the 10$ if you're a fan of these games, but better wait for bundles, they even sold it for 1$ for 24 hours because
they admitted they lacking money to finish some aspects of the game, so if you want to help them then pay full price. Looks can
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deceive. At first this may look like a children's game but it's difficulty isn't the best possible for a child. 1 hit to the wall and
game over. Good game
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I knew this game would be fun as soon as I saw the trailer. It's a fun text parser adventure game. Super retro and made with love.
Plus, snails! Who doesn't love snails?. HOW DOES INDIANA JONES FIND ALL THESE TREASURES WHEN HES TOO
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ TO JUMP???????. The game is a classic, and if you like point and clicks, check it out.

For a more comprehensive overview of the game, check out my full review here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83WibwZoV-Y&index=9&list=PLL85hnAQWvK_ngPUzs74SUCYFtIiONnH3. All my
planes now have streamers and a red scarf!

Also i can now use a pistol to shoot down enemy planes. 88\/10. Ugly. Clunky. Unintuitive. Unfun. Full of bugs.

I spent the first 20 minutes doing the tutorial, being immediately attacked by people in the town I spawned in to, and then
getting stuck in a rock. I tried to restart to see if it would get me out of the rock, but then the game didn't seem to think my
character existed. I restarted again, and my character magically existed again - but now the game was in 4x3 despite specifying
1920x1080.

Which would maybe be worth it if the actual game were any fun. It's not.
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